Social Media Disclaimer

Our Purpose

Official Northwest Vista College social media sites have been developed in order to strengthen the community within our college, promote events, and communicate the latest Northwest Vista College information.

Our Request

We ask that you exercise good online manners and etiquette as you enjoy our social atmosphere. Information, language, links, or any other material that may be considered inappropriate, offensive, or in bad taste posted on one of our pages/sites will be subject to removal.

In turn, Northwest Vista College cannot be held responsible for information posted or provided by third party sources.

Need Social Media

If you wish to start a social media page representing the college, please inform Northwest Vista College’s Public Relations Office prior to doing so. This is to make sure there are no duplicate sites. We also would like to add your site/link to Social Media at NVC page.

Protecting Yourself Online

Never give out the personal information of yourself or others to anyone or post private and/or questionable photos of anyone online. Even with privacy settings applied, personal information shared online with trusted friends can be copied and placed elsewhere – even accidentally - for others to view.

Neither Northwest Vista College or its representatives will request personal information over a social networking site.

This is not an official Alamo Colleges Policy. If you have questions, contact Melissa Monroe-Young at mmonroe-young@alamo.edu or Renata Serafin at rserafin@alamo.edu